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Building on wisdom from Hindu, Christian, and Kaballah traditions, this comprehensive guide to

energy healing reveals the hidden stresses, beliefs, and attitudes that cause illness.Â Anatomy of

the Spirit is the boldest presentation to date of energy medicine by one of its premier practitioners,

internationally acclaimed medical intuitive Caroline Myss, one of the "hottest new voices in the

alternative health/spirituality scene" (Publishers Weekly). Based on fifteen years of research into

energy medicine, Dr. Myss's work shows how every illness corresponds to a pattern of emotional

and psychological stresses, beliefs, and attitudes that have influenced corresponding areas of the

human body. Anatomy of the Spirit also presents Dr. Myss's breakthrough model of the body's

seven centers of spiritual and physical power, in which she synthesizes the ancient wisdom of three

spiritual traditions-the Hindu chakras, the Christian sacraments, and the Kabbalah's Tree of Life-to

demonstrate the seven stages through which everyone must pass in the search for higher

consciousness and spiritual maturity. With this model, Dr. Myss shows how you can develop your

own latent powers of intuition as you simultaneously cultivate your personal power and spiritual

growth.By teaching you to see your body and spirit in a new way, Anatomy of the Spirit provides you

with the tools for spiritual maturity and physical wholeness that will change your life.
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In the last part of ANATOMY OF THE SPIRIT, Caroline Myss unites her discussion of three belief

systems (Roman Catholic Sacraments, Kabbalah Tree of Life, and Hindu Chakras) within the



concept of living in the present moment. Many who have trod the spiritual path Myss describes and

faced the Three Big Crises - absence of meaning and purpose; strange new fears; and devotion to

something greater than one's self - will appreciate her final words. Suffering produces spiritual

rewards.Not everyone will appreciate Myss' book. I would like to send the audio version to my

87-year old aunt who is devoutly Roman Catholic, but I don't think she would like it. My Southern

Baptist aunt would probably disown me. My daughter would appreciate it - but she's a fan of Bishop

Pike. For a change, Myss has written a book older folks will appreciate more than younger ones.I

know something about the sacraments having been raised with them. I've also acquired a great

deal of knowledge about the Chakras in the past 40 years (via reading and Hindu friends). I have

studied the Kabbalah (it is far more complex than Myss' book indicates). Like Joseph Campbell

whom she apparently see as a model, Myss sees a larger truth underlying religious structures

and/or tribal systems of belief.Myss is billed as an expert on energy medicine. In the early 1980s, I

had the pleasure and privilege of being in Louis Hay's home. I can testify that "whatever your mind

can conceive and believe it will achieve." Whenever I have an ailment, I whip out Hays' healing

books (Myss cites one of them). Healing takes many forms. Doctors mostly facilitate the process or

mess it up. The power of positive thinking, prayer, the laying on of hands, and laughter all work to

heal the body-mind-spirit.

Carolyn Myss writes about health and illness within the individual human energy system, but dosen't

take energy thinking far enough--that's why some of her arguments break down. Her basic thesis is

that we bring illness on ourselves by neglecting to deal with soul or emotional issues, that is, by not

leading an "authentic" life. Clearly this can be true, for instance in certain forms of cancer or heart

disease.But when thinking about any sort of system, human or otherwise, you must consider the

smaller energy systems which compose it, as well as the larger systems in which it is embedded.

Each system "level" has its own sort of consciousness and imperatives to follow. The "level" at

which our conscious egos work is only one piece of the complex puzzle of reality which composes

and enfolds us.Thus, from a systems perspective, disease can follow dysfunction on ANY level,

from the cellular to the social or environmental (and maybe even the galactic). One example would

be cancers caused by pesticides--here, the human collective's disrespect for the planetary

environment results in the illness of individuals. There need not be a particular biographical factor in

the genesis of such a cancer, for as individuals we are all subject to consequences following our

collective actions.Similarly, disease can spring from breakdowns on the cellular level of biological

systems--thus, plants and animals fall prey to illness in the wild (as they also do from human-caused



habitat destruction and pollution). Would Myss say that these non-human creatures were

responsible for their illnesses because they did not do their soul or emotional work?To say that

biography is the only (or principal) factor in illness is taking a one-dimensional view of disease and

the systems it disrupts.
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